
Designing meaningful interaction 
with mental workload data

“ Create an environment and job content that aligns 
with the capabilities and state of the workers 

Place people in the most suitable position by 
assessing their cognitive load 

A transfer in measuring Mental Workload

Mental workload (MWL) is defined as the perceived relationship between an individual's 
total mental processing capability and the amount required by the task at hand (Bagheri 
et al., 2020). As individuals navigate through various tasks and responsibilities, their 
cognitive state plays a pivotal role in determining performance, well-being, and overall 
productivity. 


In the past, measurements of MWL were primarily used to reduce errors in high-risk 
tasks, typically conducted through traditional questionnaires in controlled experimental 
environments. However, with advancements in technology, Neurotechnology, involving 
the application of principles from neuroscience to develop tools, devices, and techniques 
for understanding and interacting with the brain and nervous system, enabling us to 
understand our MWL status anytime and anywhere.

Project background

Main Takeaways
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Most people utilize cognitive data after tasks for critical reflection, confirming changes, 
rescheduling and making adjustments.

Timeline serves as critical elements for users. Different time points and time interval can provides different levels of information.

For passive users, notifications serve as 
their sole means of access to the data.

Tracking data is an inconspicuous 
experience, as its wearing sensation is 
similar to that of wearing headphones.

Many individuals do not expect to wear 
tracking devices for long periods, often 
limited by their ability to maintain focus.

Users expect this app to specialize in displaying cognitive data. While users don't anticipate 
perfect data accuracy, mere numerical changes can already convince them. However, users 
require more guidance on how to interpret graphs or metrics.

Ideal state and suggestions are not necessary for users as these information are considered to be too personal to trust. 

When it comes to cognitive performance, people do not want to be told what to change, 
which may make them feel offensive and meaningless.

Instead of suggestions or adjustment guide, people prefer to explore the reasons of poor 
cognitive performances. Exploring something they do not know values more than data 
accuracy. To achieve so, users are even willing to provide with more data.

Users desire more functions enabling them to personalize their own data library.

Many people believe their workload and stress are closely linked. However, statistical 
findings show that while stress is indeed correlated with workload, its direct impact on 
workload is limited.

Emotion is the key factor for people to distinguish between workload and stress. Many 
believe workload doesn't always lead to negative emotions like stress does. 

An accumulated emotional response from 
prolonged waiting compose the major 
impression of workload and stress.


"Time management" emerge as crucial aspects where design interventions can intervene and aid individuals in making necessary cognitive 
adjustments.


Current devices can tell several cognitive 
status through EEG data

There are various understandings and 
measurements of Workload and MWL 
among  individuals

The measurement of MWL is subjective 
,compared to measuring workload, as it 
may be influenced by different contextual 
factors, which are usually uncontroallable 
and unpredictable.  

Enhance the connection: emphasize data’s impact on people’s lfe

Users should perceive that they can gain new insights from the data and that the tracking process holds reflective value.

Users should not be constrained by their understanding of "stress" but should instead 
be able to comprehend the relationship and mutual influence between cognitive data 
and daily life. 

Stress is kind of intense negative 
response to MWL, and is kind of warning 
sign of poor cognitive resource allocation.

If accuracy issues can not be solved, presenting trueness of trend can be another way to convince users

Allowing the user to build up a personalized historical data 

To coping with uncontrollable stressors, 
emotion-focused strategies are most 
adaptive, such as help relax.

Allowing the user to calibrate data or set 
their own objective

Support for Testability

Stress, but not merely stress: value stress but interpret it well with MWL

Making people acknowledge cognitive data may be a challenge.

Resonating with the cognitive data: build users’ trust on data 

As people's acceptance and understanding of tracking cognitive data remain limited, there is a need to dive deeper into how the 
data is presented

More than data: help users develop understanding or interacting with data in a different way 

Providing users with appropriate information and functionality at different time points are another key focus in designing cognitive 
data trackers.

Providing right information at right times: reduce negative experience


No judgement on MWL’s performance

Sustainment is the main issues

Entering ideal status may be a difficulty

Using Metaphorical abstraction to stimulate reflection in the user

Segmenting information , Provide Medium level of data abstraction

Interview question:

What do people define

Workload & MWL

Interview question:

What do people reflect on daily Workload & MWL

Interview question:

What are users’ perspectives on the 
MWL metrics

Interview question:

How do people draw their daily MWL

Behavior

Stages 

Preparation Collecting Reflection Action

Thinking of tracking MWL data 

and decide to start tracking

Wear the device and start tracking Convert data to reflective information

(can be done by system)

Look at data and Reflecting on it Making changes or Maintaining the status quo

Integration

phase I

Insights from 
interivew

phase I

Insights from 

literature review 

phase I~II

Insights from 

literature review

AdjustCurrent Status SavedNotifications

Notifications

Optimal

Design goal of Notification page

Core elements

AdjustCurrent Status SavedNotifications

Notifications

Jan 11th  1:04 pm

You've been in the same state for 30 
minutes! Time to change your status!

Optimal

Latest notifications

Cognitive efficiency metric

Notification Page

 Designed for quick viewin

 With minimal information, only presenting metrics, reminders, and 
suggestion (actionable information

 Alarm of sustainment issues (need to change current status

 Try offering different types of messages, such as simple everyday 
conversations or encouraging feedback to maintain a connection with the 
user

 Metric, reminder, suggestion

Changing number of 

Cognitive Load and Cognitive Stress

Various colors of  animation

representing different cognition status

Interaction with Data through tap the screen

Adjust SaveNotifications

Cognitive Load 80 Ideally 60-80

Ideally 50-7084Cognitive Stress

AdjustCurrent StatusNotifications Saved

Adjust SaveNotifications

Cognitive Load Ideally 60-80

Ideally 50-70Cognitive Stress

AdjustCurrent StatusNotifications Saved
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Tap & Breathe

Cognitive Load 54

23Cognitive Stress

Ideally 60-80

Ideally 50-70

AdjustCurrent StatusNotifications Saved

Adjust SaveNotifications

Cognitive Load Ideally 60-80

Ideally 50-70Cognitive Stress
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Regularly tap the center of the screen to 

adjust your stress

Your current stress level is too high 

But no worries

Adjust SaveNotifications

Cognitive Load 80 Ideally 60-80

Ideally 50-7084Cognitive Stress

AdjustCurrent StatusNotifications Saved

Adjust SaveNotifications

Cognitive Load 80 Ideally 60-80

Ideally 50-7084Cognitive Stress

AdjustCurrent StatusNotifications Saved

Adjust Page

Design goal of Notification page

Core elements

 Designed for during task to adjust statu

 Maximize the visualization of cognitive performance metrics by using 
metaphors such as the speed, color, and flame of moving light dots to 
represent cognitive load and stress

 Design prompts for adjusting states through screen tapping and breathing 
reminders

 Provide animated changes in numbers to enhance the correlation between 
data changes and background states, in order to stimulate resonate with 
data changes


 Metaphors, changing numbers, text instructions, tapping interaction

 Store subjective perceptions of the 
data and even use the stored data 

to calibrate the metrics

AdjustCurrent StatusNotifications

Cognitive Load

Cognitive Load

Cognitive Load

Avg. 68

23%

42%

48%

Avg. 70

Avg. 34

Avg.74

Avg.97

Avg.30

Cognitive Stress

Cognitive Stress

Cognitive Stress

Intense

Disengaged

Saved

Save Current Status

Saved

Optimal

Cognitive Load

70 30

Cognitive Stress

AdjustCurrent StatusNotifications

Cognitive Load

Cognitive Load

Cognitive Load

Avg. 68

23%

42%

48%

Avg. 70

Avg. 34
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Cognitive Stress

Cognitive Stress

Cognitive Stress

Intense

Disengaged

Saved

Save Current Status

Saved

Optimal

Cognitive Load

70 30

Cognitive Stress

AdjustCurrent StatusNotifications

Cognitive Load

Cognitive Load

Cognitive Load

Avg. 68

Avg. 70

Avg. 34

Avg.74

Avg.97

Avg.30

Cognitive Stress

Cognitive Stress

Cognitive Stress

Intense

Disengaged

Saved

Save Current Status

Saved

Optimal

Cognitive Load

70 30

Cognitive Stress

Cognitive Load

Which state better represents your current feelings?

70 30

Cognitive Stress

X

Optimal Intense Disengaged

Save Current Status

Intense

Disengaged

Optimal Criteria for different indicators

Saved Page

Save Current Status

Design goal of Notification page

Core elements

 Designed for afterward reflection

 Show how derived metrics are defined through other indicators with specific 
numerical display

 Place a button “save current status” for an open-ended discussion on whether 
they expect to calibrate metric or solely save meaningful data


 Store subjective perceptions of the 
data and even use the stored data to 

calibrate the metrics

 Metrics, number, button”save current status” 

Phase II

Insights from 
User test
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Phase II

Insights from 
Survey

AdjustCurrent StatusNotifications

Graduation meeting Dinner with Laura
3:00pm-3:45pm 5:30pm-6:00pm

Present

Cognitive Load

68 80

You're focused now, but 
maybe you're starting to 
feel the negative pressure, 
maybe take a break in 10 
minutes.

Cognitive Stress Suggestions

1h 
ago 6:51 pm

2h 
ago

3h 
ago

4h 
ago

5h 
ago

5h 
ago

Cognitive Load Cognitive Stress

Current Status

Saved

Optimal

Cognitive Load &  Stress

can be dragged and dropped 
to see what's going on at 

different times.

Every one hour interval

Connect to Calendar

Suggestions

Design goal of Notification page

Core elements

Current status Page

Cognitive efficiency metric

 Designed for afterward reflection

 With detailed information, including derived metric (i.g. Optimal) and metric 
contributing to derived metric (i.g. Cognitive Load) (medium level of abstraction

 Present graph instead of solely number (for accuracy concerns

 Connect to life events-google calenda

 Provide suggestions

 Metric, graph, calendar, suggestion, numbers, timeline

Numbers

Research questions & Methodology2

RQ1.   

What do people understand Mental Workload in terms of this terms and the outcome of 
this technology?

RQ2. 

How to motivate people to self-track their Mental workload through this technology?

RQ3.

What are the user needs when self-tracking Mental workload?

Research Goal

Research Question

The main goal of this study is to bridge the gap between traditional methods of 
measuring mental workload and the utilization of wearable neurotechnology for 
measuring mental workload.

Theory of MWLShift: Technology Support

Optimisation for user needs

Neurotechnology

Device users

User understanding

User Needs

Self-tracking scenario

The first research question involves how do people understand the concept of 
MWL. As a novel technology and new concept of measuring cognitive data, 
there are some potential sub-questions worth exploring

 Will user correctly perceive the meaning of tracking Mental Workload?

 What is the understanding of Mental Workload from users’ perspective? 



The second research question 
refers to how to motivate and attracy 
users formulate a self-tracking 
behavior? To make people actively 
track their cognitive data, some 
potential questions needed clarify

 If the design of current 
neruotechnology enough to 
encourge people keep self-
tracking their cognitive data? 

 If not, how to stimulate a self-
tracking motivation on cognitive 
data?






The third research question discussed the design to stick users on this 
technology after starting using this technology. To achieve it, the design is 
supposed to correspond with user need and expectations. As a result, several 
user research becomes crucial as:

 If the contents and functions in current technology align with user need

 What are the expectations on this technology from users’ perspective? 






Literature 

Review

User test

User test

Interview

Interview

Interviews

Survey

Utilizing Li et al. (2010)'s five-stage personal informatic self-tracking model  
helps explore user behavior and needs from different stages and identify 
areas where need further user research.


